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Practical Method for the Estimation of
Trip Generation and Trip Chaining
KONSTADINOS

G. GOULIAS,

RAM

M. PENDYALA,

Amodelsystemof trip generationand trip chaining wasdevelopedby integrating conceptsfrom activity-based analysis. The
structure of the modelsystemis recursive, depictinga sequential
decision-makingmechanism.The results were based on a data
set from the Detroit metropolitan area. They were compared
with those of a previous study that used a data set from the
Netherlands.Differences were observednot only in the values
of the regression parametersestimatedbut also in the decision
mechanism
inferred.
Trip generationis the first step of the conventionalsequential
forecasting procedure(1). The subsequentsteps are based
estimates derived from trip generation analysis. Hence,the
validity of the assumptionson whichtrip generation analysis
is based and the accuracy of the trip generation modelsare
major determinantsof the overall quality of the forecast.
Theconventionalapproachin trip generation is to estimate
the numberof home-based trips and non-home-basedtrips
using separately formulatedmodels. This approach, however,
maynot properly reflect behavioral relationships for several
reasons. The implicit assumption that home-basedand nonhome-basedtrips are mutually independent is particularly
dubious. The activities pursued at each trip destination may
be related, resulting in dependenceamongthe trips made.
Anapproach that accounts for dependenceamongtrips would
be consistent with the notion of time budget (2-4). more
realistic depictionof the trip generationprocessis desired for
improved predictive accuracy of trip generation models.
Anotherissue related to travel behavioris the effect of unobservedconstraints (e.g., unavailability of transit, restrictive
store hours, etc.) on trip generation. A comparisonof trip
generation modelsobtained from areas of different characteristics wouldyield useful insights into constrained travel
behavior.
In this study, conceptsfromactivity-based analysis are combined with the concept of trip chaining to formulate a model
systemthat links trip generationand trip chaining("trip chaining" refers to the linking of trips, and "trip chain"is defined
in this study as a series of linked trips that starts and endsat
a homebase). The model system accounts for interactions
amongvarious activities and provides trip generation rates by
purposeas its outcome.The numberof trip chains is expressed
as a functionof the trip frequenciesby activity type. It is then
shownthat the model system can be applied to determine
conventional home-basedand non-home-basedtrip generation rates. Modelsystems are estimated using two data sets,
one from the Netherlands and the other from the Detroit
Department
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metropolitan area, to examinethe nature of trip generation
and trip chaining behavior in the two areas of substantially
different land use and transportation networkdevelopments.
The analytical methodof this study drawson results obtained
in a previouseffort (5).
BACKGROU~
A relatively new but well-established approach in travel
behavioranalysis is activity-based analysis [see Jones et al.
(6) and Kitamura(7) for a review of past research]. The
conceptbehindthe activity approachis that the travel patterns
of householdsare a consequenceof the moregeneral structure
of activities of the householdmembers.It is explicitly recognizedthat trip makingis a meansof satisfying the needto
pursueactivities. Theactivity-based approachrecognizesthat
decisions madeby householdsto engagein different activities
are correlated (8). Also considered in this approach is the
presence of time and space constraints (9,10) under whicha
householdmakestravel decisions.
Thelinking of activities that leads to the linking of trips
has motivatedthe trip chaining approach(11-13). The advantage of the trip chainingapproachis that it offers a framework
for rigorous investigation of possible interrelationships among
travel characteristics. Thusthe relationship amongdifferent
types of activities pursued,time spent on these activities, and
the characteristics of trips madefor themcan be coherently
studied. Unfortunately, these concepts have not been widely
applied (12,14). This study, which extends the results presented earlier (5), bridges the gap betweentheory and practice
by adoptinga simplified representation of the decision mechanismunderlyingtrip generation and trip chaining.
FORMULATIONOF THE MODELSYSTEM
The ’Tip generation modelsof the proposedmodelsystemare
divided into two categories. Thefirst includes trips madeby
a householdto pursue mandatoryactivities, for example,work
and school. Thesecondincludes trips madeto engagein activities that can be considereddiscretionary. "Discretionary"is
defined broadly: an activity is discretionary if decisions for
engagement,location, timing, and duration involveflexibility.
Trips madeto pursue these activities are assumedto be more
flexible. Thefocus of this paper is on the frequencyof trips;
direct analysis of the duration, location, and timing of activities is outsideits scope.
Assumingthat the numberof discretionary trips is dependent on the numberof mandatorytrips, the formulationallows
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for one-waydependenceamongtrip purposes. Given the mandatory trips madeto work and school, households determine
the numberof trips for other purposes and eventually combine
their trips (see Figure 1). This formulationis consistent with
the hierarchical subdivisionof activities (7) and the notion
time budget (2-4).
Given this conceptualization, the decision mechanismfor
householdtrip generation can be formulated by using a triangularor recursive structure that represents the hierarchical
decision process outlined. Thesalient characteristic of this
triangular systemis that predeterminedvariables define the
first set of endogenousvariables, which, combinedwith exogenous variables, in turn define the secondset of endogenous
variables, and so on. The number of trips for mandatory
activities can be expressedas a linear function of exogenous
variables alone (e.g.. incomeand structure of the household).
The numberof trips for discretionary actMties maybe represented by a linear function of the numberof mandatorytrips
as well as exogenousvariables. Thestatistical significance of
each variable can be used to identify possible causal links
between exogenousand endogenousvariables. For example.
a significant coefficient obtained by regressing the numberof
trips madefor personal business on the numberof trips made
for workindicates that the householddecision regarding the
numberof trips madefor personal business is dependenton
the numberof trips madefor work. Finalh’. the numberof
trip chains is formulatedas a linear function of the number
of trips by purpose.
Theformulation of the modelsystemis as follows. Let the
general form of the modelof the numberof mandatorytrips
be
Y7= a~+ aTX,,+ aTX,~.+ ¯ ¯ . + aTX,t.+ ~,

(i)

where
Y," = numberof trips madeby household i for mandatory
purpose m,

X0 = jth exogenousvariable for householdi,
aT = the associated coefficient, and
e, = a randomerror term.
The formof the modelfor the numberof discretionary trips
is specified in a similar manner, using the numberof mandatory trips as exogenousvariables that are determinedin the
first tier of the modelsystem. The modelcan be written as

where
Y," = numberof trips madeby householdi for discretionary purpose d.
13o"..... 13~= coefficients,
0~ = the coefficient associated with the endogenous variable YT.
~, = a randomerror term.
and X, is as defined earlier.
The numberof trip chains is modeledas
(3)
where
Z, = numberof trip chains madeby householdi.
Y7 = numberof trips for purpose n (both mandatoryand
discretionary.) for householdi. and
v, = a randomerror term.
Thecoefficients 5j theoretically take on values between0 and
1. Theyindicate the propensity of householdsto link trips.
A higher value of a coefficient indicates a lower likelihood
that trips for the particular purposeare linked in a multistop
chain (a sequence of trips that includes more than one s:op
during the home-to-hometour) (5).
The estimated numberof trip chains is
Z, = 51~ + [)-" !~7 + ... + ~), ?’~ = 5’~-’,

Work Trips

I

(4)

where
5’ = vector of the estimated coefficients.
~’{= estimate of the numberof trips for purpose ], and
~’i = a vectorof the ~’J,.

School Tnp~

S ccial
Trips

Y~is expressed for mandatorytrip purposes as

Shopping
Trips

(.~)

~nal BusinessTrips
Serv’mg
Pa.~e~ger Trips

and for discretionary trip purposesas
(6)

Hone.Based and
Non.Home-Based Trips

FIGURE1

]

Modelsystem.

The conversion of the numberof trip chains into home-based
and non-home-based
trip rates is based on simple identities.
For householdi. the expected numberof home-basedtrips is
(HBtrips), = 2

(7)
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and the expected numberof non-home-basedtrips is
(NHBtrips)j ~’. 17, ~ - (HB trips),

(8)

wheren indicates a mandatoryor discretionary trip.
Now,let the sample meanof Z, be
= ~ ~2,/N

(9)

whereN is the samplesize, and let the estimated meannumber
of trips for purposen be

Y(n) = ?7/N

(lo~

The average number of home-basedtrips per household is
given by
HBtrips = 2 Z

(11)

and the average numberof non-home-basedtrips per household is given by
NHBtrips

= [Y(1) + Y(2)
+ ...

+ Y(n)] - HBtrips

age group, numberof adults, and numberof adult males and
females. The second group includes variables that describe
the stage in the householdlife cycle. Thethird groupconsists
of variables describing the characteristics of the headof the
household, such as gender and age. The latter is represented
by a set of dummy
variables to account for possible nonlinearities. The economicstatus of the householdis described
by variables in the fourth category. Thefifth categoryis made
up of variables describing the intensity of land use and residential location. The notion that trip generation is invariant
across different types of areas has been shownto be inappropriate (15). Thesixth categoryis madeup of variables that
represent the availability of cars to householdmembers.
Unlike
the Dutchdata set used in the earlier study (5), no informtion
on employmentand education levels of the household members wasincluded. The variable for employment
in the original
data file wasexcludeddue to its poor quality, and no variable
wasavailable for education.It is expectedthat other variables
will function as surrogates for them. For example,it is well
knownthat incomeof a householdis strongly correlated with
the employmentand education levels of its members(16),
Trip Purposes

(12)

ESTIMATION OF THE MODELSYSTEM
The estimation procedure followed the same methodologyas
the previous study (5). Trip generation modelsby purpose
wereestimated first. Alternative specifications were defined
and tested for significance of the included regressors. Subsequently,a trip chainingmodelwasobtainedusing the expected
trip generation rates by purpose as explanatory variables.
Home-based
and non-home-based
trip rates were then obtained
through Equations11 and 12 using the predictions from these
models.

Sample
A sample from the 1980 Southeastern Michigan Transportation Authority survey was used in the estimation. The data
file contains the demographicand socioeconomicattributes
of 2,285 samplehouseholds.In addition, records of all trips
made by household membersage 5 or over by all modesof
travel (motorized as well as nonmotorized)are included.
Thehouseholdwaschosenas the unit of analysis for several
reasons. First, from the viewpoint that the househoki is a
decision unit whereresources are pooled, tasks assigned, and
activities jointly pursued,it is a logical unit of analysis. Moreover, trip generationat the householdlevel is muchless variable than at the personal level, leading to smaller standard
errors in parameterestimates. In addition, in the previous
study (5) the unit of analysis was the household;to compare
the results the householdwas used in this study also.
The explanatory variables used in the model system are
shownin Table 1. The variables are groupedinto six categories. Thefirst groupconsists of variables that describe the
householdstructure--household size, numberof children by

Thedefinition of trip purposesis basedon the activity engaged
in at the trip end. Thetrip purposecategories in the original
data file were groupedin this paper into work, school, shopping, social, personalbusiness, and serving passengers.Social
trips include trips madefor recreation, social visits, andother
social activities. Personal businessincludes non-work-related
personalbusinesstrips, medicaltrips, eat-mealtrips, andother
unclassifiedtrips.
EstimationResults
All the regression modelswere estimated using a generalized
least-squares procedurewith weights as described in the previous study (5). The weightswere defined as functions of the
theoretical variance of the dependentvariable to account for
heteroskedasticity(variation of the varianceof the error term
across observationalunits). For regression modelsthat involve
the numbersof trips for other purposes as explanatoryvariables, the estimates obtained from the modelsin the earlier
tiers wereusedas instrumentsto obtain consistent coefficient
estimates. See Johnston(17) for a detailed discussion.
The estimated trip generation modelsare shownin Tables
2 to 8. The presence of possible multicollinearity was measured through the use of the tolerance value. This is defined
as I - R~, whereR~ is the multiple coefficient of determination obtainedwhenthe jth variable is regressed against the
other independentvariables in the model.Hence,a high value
of tolerance implies small multicollinearity, and vice versa.
A description of each modelfollows.
Work Model
The daily householdworktrip generation modelis shownin
Table 2. It explains 31 percent of the total variation in the

TABLE 1

VARIABLES

VARIABLE

USED IN MODEL FORMULATION

DEF/NrI’ION

Household Demographic;
HI--ILDSIZE
NADULTS
NCHLD:0.-4*
NCHLD:5-15
NCHI_.D:I6-18
NMAr
.rLq
NFEMALE~

Numberof persons in the household
Number
of adults
in thehousehold
Numberof children 0-4 years old
Ntmaberof children 5-15 years old
N~ of children 16--18 years old
Numberof adult males
Numberof adult females

Householdl.Jfccyele Stage
NOCHLD-YNG
NOCHLD-MID
NOCHLD-OLD
PRESCHOOL
SCHOOLAGE"

1 if head of householdless than 35 years of age and
no children in the householdless than 18 years of
age
1 if head of householdgreater than 35 years of age
but less than 65 years of age and no children in the
householdless than 18 years of age
1 if head of householdgeater than 65 years of age,
and no chJJdrcn in the householdless than 18 year~
of age
1 if the youngestchild in the householdis less than 6
years of age for head of householdof any age
1 if the youngestchild in the householdis 6 years of
age or older for head of householdof any age

Household HeadCharacteristics
I-IDMALE
HDFEMALE
HDAGE:16*
HDAGE:16-30
HDAGE:31-50
HDAGE:51-64
I.-IDAGE:65

1 if he.ad of householdis male
I ifheadofhousehold
isfemale
1 if age of head of householdis less than 16 years
1 if age of head of householdis between16 and 30 years
1 if age of head of householdis between31 and 50 years
1 i/age of head of householdis between 51 and 64 years
1 if age of head of householdis greater than 65 years

Household Income
LOW*
MID-LOW
MID-H~GH
HIGH

1 if
1 if
1 if
1 if

annual householdincomeis less than $I0,000
annual household income is between $10,000 and $20,999
annual household income is between $21,000 and $34,999
annual householdincomeis $35,0(X)or more

Residence County and Area Type
DEI’P, OIT
WAYNE
OAKLAND
MACOMB
WAsFrrENAW
MONROE
STCLAIR
LIVINGSTON*

1 if residencezoneis in Detroit
I ffreddencc zone is in WayneCounty
1 if residence zone is in OaklandCounty
1 if rcsig~ce zoneis in Macomb
County
1 if residence zone is in Washtenaw
County
1 if residence zone is in Monzx~
County
1 if residence zoneis in Sc Clair County
I i.f residence zone is in LivingstonCounty

COMMERCIAL
FIIDENSITY

1 if 10 or moreemployeesper acre of usable land
I if less than 10 employeesand morethan 5 dwetli.ng units per acre
of usable land
1 if less than 10 employeesand from 0.5 to 5 dweUingunits per acre
of usable land
1 if less than 10 employeesand less than 0,5 dwellingunits per acre
of usable land

MIDDENSITY
LOWDENSITY*

Car Availability and Ownership
NLICENSE

Numberof licensed drivers in the household

NCARS

Numberof cars ownedby a household

ALWAYS

I if thenumber
ofcarsisgaxatcr
than
orequal
tothenumber
of
licensed
drivers
inthehousehold
I if there is at least one car and one driver in the householdand the
numberof cars is less than the numberof drivers
1 if no ear is available to the household

S OMEI’I/vi~
NEVER*

*omitted
dummyw~iable

TABLE 2
WORK TRIP GENERATION MODEL (NUMBER OF WORK
TRIPS PER HOUSEHOLD PER DAY)
Variable
NADULTS
NLICENSE
NCARS
NOCHLD-OLD
HDAGE:31-50
MID-LOW
MID-HIGH
HIGH
OAKLAND
Constant
zR
F
df
N

0.22I0
0.2009
0.1267
-0.4601
0.2194
0.2909
0.6809
1.1062
0.2238
-0.3235

Tolerance

t

[3

5,14
4,50
3,68
4.25
3.79
3.90
7.96
10.37
3.25

0.4583
0.3010
0.4296
0.9400
0.9042
0.6004
0.4629
0.4929
0.9102

0.3125
114.92
(9,2275)
2285

TABLE 3 SCHOOL TRIP GENERATION
TRIPS PER HOUSEHOLD PER DAY)
Variable

13

NADULTS
NCHL:16-18
NCHLD-.5-15
PRESCHOOL
UDAGB:16-30
HDAGE:31-50
WASHTENAW
Constant

0.2625
1.0514
0.8372
-0.1989
0.2601
0.1152
0.5549
-0.2415

MODEL (NUMBER OF SCHOOL
t

Tolerance

12.50
18.40
36.46
3.74
5.00
2.41
6.69

0.9702
0.9205
0.8122
0.8324
0.6701
0.6693
0.9731

2R
0.5453
F
341.149
df
(72277)
N
2285
[3 = ~ ModelCoefl’n:iem
t =t-statistic
Tolea-an~
(a measure
of multieollincarity)= 1-Ri2 wh~Ri2 is the valueof the eoettieie~tof d~tc=mination
oblainedwhenthe jth variableis mgres~a~l
onthe otherind~u:le~tvariables

TABLE 4
SHOPPING TRIP GENERATION MODEL (NUMBER OF
SHOPPING TRIPS PER HOUSEHOLD PER DAY)
Variable

13

~SIZE
NFEMALES
NOCHLD-YN’G
ALWAYS
SOMETIMES
HIGH
MACOMB
Constant
2R
F
df
N

0.1720
0.1334
0.1059
0.1773
0.1420
0.1259
0.3154
-0.0598
0.0787
27.80
(’7,2277)
2285

t

Toleaance

8.15
2.84
1.79"
2.92
1.77"
1.60"
3.64

0.6073
0,7878
0.7909
0.6399
0.6196
0.9295
0.9654

TABLE 5
SOCIAL TRIP GENERATION MODEL (NUMBER OF SOCIAL
TRIPS PER HOUSEHOLD PER DAY)

HI-ILDSIZE
NCHLD:5-15
NLICENSE
NOCHIJ3-MID
WAYNE
STCLAIR
Constant

0.0786
0,1458
0.1486
-0.1289
-0.1128
0.2660
0.0847

3.29
3.46
5.77
-2.94
-2.32
1.77"

0.3922
0.5495
0.5938
0.9154
0.9817
0.9873

2
R
0.0869
F
36.15
df
(6.2278)
N
2285
= E.~dma~
ModelConffici~nl
¢=t-statistic
"
2
To]em.nce
(am:,a.~um
ofmu]dCo~b,)
= I -Rj"
whcr~
l¢ alue
v f oh
Lc ultiple
m
-s:lum~
R budned
o
i is h
when
~he
j,.h
vmiablc
isn:gres~..d
onfl’~
od’~r
independent
vm-iable~
" no{significantat ~ = 0.05

TABLE 6
PERSONAL BUSINESS TRIP GENERATION MODEL (NUMBER
OF PERSONAL BUSINESS TRIPS PER HOUSEHOLD PER DAY)
Variable

13

H}ILDSIZE
HDMALE
PRESCHOOL
WASI-rrENAW
H]DENSITY
Y(Work)
Constant
2
R
F
d/"
N

0.1537
-0.1607
-0,3612
0.3865
-0.1535
0.3845
0.2423

t
5.86
-2.84
-4.35
2.70
-2.42
8.49

Tolerance
0.5159
0.9791
0.7388
0.9914
0.9331
0.6226

0.1142
48.94
(6,2278)
2285

TABLE 7
SERVE-PASSENGER TRIP GENERATION MODEL (NUMBER
OF SERVE-PASSENGER TRIPS PER HOUSEHOLD PER DAY)
Variable
MPHH*ADULTS
MPHH*NCHLD:I6-18
MPHH*NCHLD:5-15
MPHH*NLICENSE
MPI-g-I* I-IDMAJ~
MH--IH*Y(Work)
Constant

0
-0.0014
0.1338
0.1139
0.0494
-0.0667
0.0940
0.0324

t
-0.09*
1.42"
3.93
1.96
-2.23
2,64

ToRnance
0.3069
0.9750
0.9451
0.1992
0.6697
0.2156

2R
0.0500
F
15.00
df
(6,2278)
N
2285
I~ Estimz~ Model ~t
t ~ t.statistic
Tole~mec
(a ~ of muldonllimmrib,)
= I-Ri2 whereRi2 is the valueof the, coelIicieat of detmnniaa.6e~
olXaineA
whenthe jth variableis regressedonthe other indc~vatiab/cs
MPHH=
1 if I-HR.D$IZE> 1.
* not sigqaiftcant
ata =0.05
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TABLE8
TRIP CHAIN MODEL(NUMBEROF TRIP CHAINS PER
HOUSEHOLDPER DAY)
Variable
Y(Work)
Y(School)
Y(Shop)
Y(Social)
Y(PersonalBusiness)

[$
0.4130
0.9684
0.5146
1.1300
0.5687

t
3.99
13.89
2.54
4.16
2.78

Tolerance
0.0567
O. 1833
0.0419
0.0374
0.0243

2R
0.7970
F
1790.77
df
(5.2280)
N
2285
[~= Esfmated
Model
Coefficient
t ~ t-Statistic
2 where
Toleranc~
(a rnea.~uxe
of mtdficollinearity)
=I-Rj
Rj"" is thevalueof thecoefficient
of detgnnination
obtained
whenthejth variablets r¢~onthe otherindependent
variables

number of work trips per day. The number of work trips was
strongly associated with the income level. Income may function as a surrogate for the education and employmentlevels
of the household members, which, as mentioned earlier, were
not adequately represented by the variables available in the
data base,
The number of work trips increased with increasing number
of adults, cars, and licensed drivers in the household. It
decreased when the head of the household was aged (more
than 65) and had no children, presumablyindicating the effect
of retirement on work trip generation.
The presence of a variable indicating the county of residence (Oakland) indicates that other factors that influence
work trip generation are captured in this dummyvariable.
This variable could be interpreted as representing the average
unmeasuredcharacteristics of households residing in that area
relative to those of the counties represented by the omitted
dummyvariables.

School Model
The school trip generation model is shown in Table 3. As
expected, the primary determinant of the number of school
trips was the number of children in a household. Elder children (16 through 18) contributed more than their younger
counterparts (5 through 15). The result agreed with the previous results from weekly trip generation models estimated
on a Dutch data set (5). Children in both age groups are
almost entirely students, and this was reflected in the magnitude of the coefficients (0.8372 for age group 5-15 and
1.0514 for age group 16-18), indicating that they were each
making approximately one school trip per day.
However, the number of adults was another important
determinant because of the presence of adult students in the
household. The dummyvariable associated with Washtenaw
County presented a positive and significant effect, presumably
because of the large universities present in that jurisdiction.
The age group of the head of the household with a maximum
contribution to school trip generation was 16-30, suggesting
that the school trips were made by either the head of the
household or the household head’s young children. The dummy
variable for this group (HDAGE:16-30) and the one for the

households with preschool children with the negative coefficient appear to separate households of adult students from
families.

Shopping Model
Table 4 shows the shopping trip generation model. Household
size contributed the most. Trips also increased with income
and car availability. The coefficient of the number of adult
females in a household implies that they make more shopping
trips than adult males. As in the school trips, somedifference
by county of residence was indicated.

Social Model
Quite notable is the result that the numberof licensed drivers
in the household contributed most to social trip generation
(Table 5). Household size and the number of children aged
5 to 15 were the other two important variables with positive
influence. Fewer social trips were generated when there were
no children in the household and the head was 35 to 65. Again,
variations across county of residence were indicated by the
model.
In the beginning of the study, it was anticipated that shopping and social trips would be discretionary and thus influenced by mandatory trip generation. However, estimation
results indicated that shopping and social trips were not significantly influenced by work and school trips. This result
contradicted the previous findings (5), in which a trade-off
between mandatory and discretionary trip generation was evident. Apparently the indication obtained in this study does
not support the notion of travel time budget, namely, that if
household membersspend more time on mandatory activities,
they are left with less time to pursue discretionary activities
and therefore make fewer discretionary trips. However, if
time-spaceconstraints are less restrictive (for example,if store
hours extend well beyond work hours) trip generation for
shopping and recreational activities maynot be influenced by
mandatorytrips. The validity of this conjecture must be determined by further investigation of time expenditure patterns
and spatial distribution of activity locations.
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Personal Business Model

obtained as

Twotrip generation models in which the number of work trips
was significant were those for personal business and serving
passengers (Tables 6 and 7). Household size was one of the
most significant variables and contributed positively to the
number of personal business trips generated. The household’s
life cycle entered the model through the dummyvariable for
households with preschool children. The instrument variable
for work trips was the most significant, contributed positively,
and indicates that. other factors being equal, a household on
the average generates one personal business trip for every
three work trips.

2. = 0.4130 l;’(work) + 0,9684 l:’(school) + 0.5146 l>(shop)
+ 1.1300 l;’(social)

whose sample average was 2.87. From Equation 11 the total
number of home-based trips was
HB trips = 2 (number of chains) = 2 (2.87) =
Therefore the number of non-home-based trips was given by
Equation 12 as
NHBtrips = (total

Ser re.Passenger Model
The peculiarity of this trip purpose was clearly reflected by
the model structure (Table 7). During the model development
process, in which a variety of model formulations were estimated, it was found that single-person households generate
a negligibly small numberof serve-passenger trips. Thus the
model in Table 7 contains variables that are defined exclusively for households with two or more persons. The same
approach was used in the previous model formulation (5).
Serve-passenger trips were positively influenced by the number of children and the numberof licensed drivers. All these
indications are as expected. The work trip instrument variable
positively influenced the numberof serve-passenger trips and
indicates that 1 serve-passenger trip is generated for every 10
work trips, on the average.
Trip Chain Model
The trip chain model is shownin Table 8. It consists of five
instrument variables, Y(work), Y(school), Y(social), Y(shop),
and Y(personal business). The numberof trip chains is equivalent to the number of home trips (trips made with home as
the destination). The largest theoretical value of these coefficients is 1 (one trip cannot generate more than one trip
chain). All the coefficients in the model are consistent with
this requirement except the one for social trips, although the
coefficient is not significantly greater than unity.
If a coefficient is closer to 1, it indicates a lower propensity
to link trips for that trip purpose with other trips. The estimated coefficients showed that work, shopping, and personal
business were more likely to be linked in a multistop chain,
whereas social and school activities tended to be pursued in
a single-stop chain. In the short term the coefficients associated with each trip purpose can be used to estimazc the
relative effect of changes in trip generation on the formation
of trip chains. For example, if a household makes one more
shopping trip, the numberof trip chains is likely to increase
by slightly more than 0.5.
Estimation of Home-Basedand Non-Home-BasedTrip
Generation
By using Equations 4 and 6 and the model presented in Table
8, the estimated number of trip chains for this sample was

+ 0.5687 !7"(personalbusiness)

number of trips)

- (HB trips)

-~ 7.27 - 5.74 = 1.53
Thus 21 percent of all trips were non-home-based and all
others were home-based. This agrees with the figures in Sosslau et al. (1. pp. 13-14) and Allamanet al. (4, p. 18), which
indicate that approximately 20 percent of all trips are nonhome-based.

COMPARISON
In this section a comparison between the results presented in
this paper and those from the previous study (5) is presented.
The comparison is divided into three parts: a description of
the differences between the two data sets, a summaryof differences in the estimation results, and a discussion of the
differences in model structure between the two studies.
The data set used in the previous study consisted of 1,739
households from the Dutch National Mobility. Data Set, referred
to as the Dutch data set. Details of this data set can be found
in Golobet al. (18). The data set used in this study (the Detroit
data set) contained 2.285 households.
The trip rates observed in the Dutch data set represent
weekly household trip generation by purpose, whereas daily
household trip generation was studied in this paper. In the
Detroit data set. the average number of cars owned by a
household was 1.59, whereas in the Dutch data set it was
considerably lower (0.87 cars per householdS. The average
household size. number of children, and number of licensed
drivers (Detroit data set versus Dutch data set) were 2.92
versus 2.82, 0.89 versus 1.05, and 1.73 versus 1.36, respectively. The average total numberof trips madeb v a household
was 10.22 trips per day in the Dutch data set and 7.27 trips
per day in the Detroit data set.
The composition of the household was the most important
predictor for trip generation in both studies. As expected,
this was particularly pronouncedfor school trips. In the Dutch
study the presence of children in the household in the 12-17
age group contributed approximately one school trip per day.
The same was found in this study.
The role of income in the trip generation models was substantially different for the two studies. In the Dutch study,
income appeared to be significant for school trips and shopping trips but not for work trips. In this study, income was
significant for work trip generation but not for the other trip
purposes. This was partially due to the lack of employment
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and education informationin the Detroit data set; presumably
income enters the Detroit models as a surrogate for the
employmentand educational level of the household members.
Car ownership was an important predictor in the servepassenger trip modelon the Dutch data set (a set of dummy
variables representing car ownershipindicated high t-statistics). On the other hand, in the serve-passenger modelfor
the Detroit data set, car ownershiplevels did not appear as
explanatoryvariables (a series of specifications for this model
did not yield significant car ownershipcoefficients at the 5
percent level). Giventhe higher car ownershiplevels in the
Detroit data set, the serve-passengertrip generationmayhave
beenmoredirectly influenced by the numberof licensed drivers in the household,whichwasa significant variable in the
model. Even thoughthe importanceof land use for trip generation was recognized in both studies, its effect was not
explicitly incorporated in the modelsbecause of the unavailability of adequateland use variables.
Overall, the Detroit data exhibitedmoremultistoptrip chains
than the Dutchdata. in particular those involving worktrips
and shoppingtrips. Onthe other hand, social and recreational
trips were morelikely to be madein single-stop trip chains
(home-stop-home)
in the Detroit data. Schooltrips were less
likely to be linked with other trips in the Detroit model,
whereasthey were more likely to be linked according to the
Dutch model. Personal business trips were not included in
the Dutchstudy due to the small numberof personal business
trips reported in the data file, whereasthey indicated a high
propensityto be linked in this study.
In the Dutch data set, 15 percent of the trips were nonhome-based.The correspondingfigure in the Detroit data set
was 21 percent. Consideringthe high levels of car ownership
and dispersed pattern of land use developmentin the Detroit
area and the tightly developedand moretransit-oriented urban
areas in the Netherlands (one of the most densely populated
countries in Europe),this result is not surprising. However,
these mayhave been but someof the factors contributing to
the difference in trip chainingbetweenthe twoareas. Possible
effects of other factors still needto be investigated.
The structure of the modelsystemin this paper is different
fromthe one developedfor the Dutchdata set (see Figure 2).
Most important, the Detroit systemrepresented no negative
correlation betweendiscretionary, and mandatorytrips. This
contrasts sharply with the Dutchsystem, in whichthe discretionary trips were negatively correlated with the mandatory
trips, indicatingthe possiblebindingeffects of time-spaceconstraints.
The average household in the Dutch data set. compared
with its counterpart in the Detroit data set, has feweradults
and more children, owns fewer automobiles, and has fewer
drivers. Combinedwith other environmental factors--for
example,the restrictive store hours (8 a.m.-5 p.m.) in the
Netherlands--these characteristics represent a higher degree
of constraint within which a Dutch household arranges its
trips. The apparent discrepancybetweenthe results fromthe
two studies suggests the importance of environmental constraints on householdtravel. This also suggests that there is
no universally applicable trip generationmodelsystem;a model
systemmust be developedto capture the salient contributing
factors in the study area by appropriatelyselecting its structure, explanatoryvariables, and modelcoefficients. Thestudy
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FIGURE
2 Detroit (top} and Dutch(bottom) modelsystems.
results contradict the notion ot transferability in trip generation modelsacross study areas.
CONCLUSIONS
A modelsystemwas developedto depict trip generation in a
more realistic mannerthrough a recursive modelstructure
representing trip generation by purpose. Conceptsfrom the
activity-based approach, trip chaining analysis, and conventional home-basedand non-home-basedtrip generation were
integrated in the proposed modelsystem. One advantage of
this methodis that it reflects a possible multistage decisionmaking process that maybe followed by households when
makingtrips. Anotherimportant property of the modelsystem is that it explicitly considers the interface amongtrips
madefor different purposes, thus integrating home-basedand
non-home-basedtrip generation in a coherent manner.
Animportant exercise of this study concernsthe interpretation of the estimates of the coefficients in the trip chain
model.The likelihood that a trip for a given purpose is combined with other trips into a trip chain was assessed from
these estimates. Worktrips, shoppingtrips, and personalbusiness trips were linked into multistop chains moreoften than
social trips and schooltrips.
Acomparisonof the results of this study (whichwas based
on a Detroit data set) with those of a previous study [which
wasbasedon a Dutchdata set (5)] offered useful insights into
the differences in travel behavior under different environments. The salient elen~ent was the difference in the model
structure. This was presumablydue to differences in land use
development,transit service levels, store openinghours and
other institutional elements, and culture. Thecomparisonsuggests the need for further comparativeanalyses in trip generation, especially with regard to the transferability of model
systems.
The modelsystem needs further developmentto be a component of a comprehensiveprocedure of travel demandforecasting. For example, the modelsystem developed in this
paper cannot be used to predict the sequencein whichtrips
for different purposesare linked. Consequently,it is unable
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to esttmate home-based and non-home-based trip generation
by purpose. If the proposed model system is to be used as
part of the UMTATransportation Planning System procedure, a model for trip sequencing must be introduced. This
is the next step of this continuing effort.
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